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Users Policy 

 

It is essential for KSA to provide equal access to statistical information for all categories of 
users. KSA should be ready to provide information not only to the ministries, but also to other 
central and large-scale users, as well as to the public. There is a need to increase the interest 
among users who have economic tasks as well as other duties related to statistics, such as 
local administration, schools, different ethnic groups, etc. This is about the image of KAS and 
its efforts to be considered as an independent and equitable production of statistics and 
contributing to the democratic process in Kosovo. 

Categories of users 

 

It is very important to find out the principles of user needs and to differentiate the categories 
of users, to set the categories for each product and, finally, to set the required media for 
distribution. In the table below are presented user groups. 

 

Figure 1: Categories of users  

 
 

 

In the past, the government has been the main user within the Public Sector and this will 
continue in the future. However, municipal requirements have increased for their local 
planning. Kosovo Assembly is no less important client. Its members should be served very 
well because they are elected by the people. In a democratic society, they must be able to 
decide on an objective and on an independent basis. On the other hand, they decide on 
statistical rules, and KAS is extremely dependent on their understanding of statistics. 

Extensive data requirements from the International Sector become more and more frequent. 
The UN with its sub-organizations, Eurostat, OECD, other international organizations and 
national statistical offices (especially from the region) needs data for their publications, also 
these data are needed by foreign governments and foreign embassies in Kosovo. 

 

Public Sector 
� Assembly  

� Government Authorities  

� Ministries  

� Regional Authorities  

� Municipalities  

International Sector  
� International Organizations. 

� National Statistical Offices 

� Foreign Governments  

� Embassies  

Studies and Science 
� Research Institutes  

� Universities  

� Libraries  

Economy  
� Industry  

� Banking, Insurance  

� Other services  

Associations  
� Agriculture Associations 

� Industry Associations 

� Business Associations 

� Labour Unions  

General Public 
� Education 

� Mass medias  

� Social Associations 

� Household, private 

Request for 

statistical 
information 
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As soon as the statistical information becomes available in KAS, the research and science 
sector, the Economy and the Associations, will turn into the important customer. 

Finally, the general public: Without mass media (newspapers, radio and television) as a 
composition on statistical information, it will be virtually impossible to present to public the 
statistical outcomes to the general public. Additionally, public libraries and the education sector 
serve as a knowledge platform for society. Official statistics will pass into knowledge if there is 
an access to information through these channels. 

User groups and their needs for information  

As a rule, different user groups need different statistical information, and one can discern 
basic, standardized, and user-specific information. The following table classifies the needs of 
user group for information. Of course, each group may sometimes have other requirements. 
Table 2 shows us the prevailing needs. 

 

Table 1: Need for information by user group 

User group 
Type of information needs 

Basic Standardized User specific 

A. Public Sector:    

- Assembly  �  

- Government authorities  � � 

- Regional authorities  � � 

- Municipalities  � � 

B. International Sector    

- International organizations  � � 

- National statistical offices  �  

- Foreign governments  �  

- Embassies � �  

C. Research and science:    

- Research institutes  � � 

- Universities  �  

- Libraries � �  

D. Economy:    

- Industry  � � 

- Banking, insurance  � � 

- Other services  �  

E. Associations:    

- Agriculture associations  �  

- Industry associations  �  

- Trade associations  �  

- Labour unions  �  

F. General public:    

- Education � �  

- Mass media �   

- Social associations � �  

- Private households �   

The needs of basic Information correspond to information requirements, made by "well-
informed" in the general public, i.e. from interested readers of newspapers or research 
students who write topics for diplomas. In democratic society, every citizen has the right (and 
obligation) to be informed. Without statistical information, it is not possible to have control over 
political decisions. Residents of other countries also want to be informed about their neighbors, 
starting from the tourism interest, or when they have trade relations. These needs about the 
information of the general public correspond to the mission, to provide "figures for each". So 
the first goal of KAS is to make available basic information as a public asset. These figures 
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are part of the public infrastructure, such as roads, and everyone should have the right to use 
them. 

The supply of basic information means press releases, folders, small brochures (e.g. Kosovo 
in Figures), and those inquiries to the user service that are less time-consuming, as well as 
publicly accessible libraries, stands at fairs and exhibitions, events and talks and the 
distribution of general information and important figures over the Internet. 

Under standardized information, products and services are understood to be needed in 
standardization that can be timely prepared and provided in the information market. Examples 
are: 

� Periodical publications like statistical series, statistical yearbook, pocket book, but also 
single thematic publications 

� Systems developed for standardized retrieval like a general output database, predefined 
cross tables (e.g. import/export of specific goods in international trade statistics. 

Most user groups are potential clients of standardized information. Only the press and private 
households don’t belong to regular users. 

The needs of information of specific users are requests for information that require very 
specific and often detailed statistical data that can not be satisfied with standardized products, 
so they require solutions of their appropriateness. These cases include requests for research 
services, specific statistical analysis of the material, individual project advisory services, and 
repetition of data and extraction from the statistical database. 

Typical customers for specific user requirements are public authorities, international statistical 
organizations, research institutes and large enterprises. 

Methods and media used for dissemination 

The most important media for disseminating the various statistical products as described in 
context of Table , are shown in the following table. 

 

Table 2: Type of data medium by product type 

Type of product 
Type of data medium 

Printed  USB Internet/Online 

Basic Products        
Brochures �   � 
Leaflets  �   � 
Press conferences �   � 
Smaller user service requirements �℡    

Standardized Products     
Statistical yearbook, pocketbook �  � � 
Monthly Bulletin �  � � 
Monthly, quarterly reports �  � � 
Other annual publications �  � � 
Irregular thematic publications �  � � 
Other e.g. methodology, nomenclature �  � � 
Catalogue of Publications �  � � 

Printed �    

Specific user products     

Compilation of data according to user specification �  �  
Enhanced requirements for user service  �  �  
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Type of product 
Type of data medium 

Printed  USB Internet/Online 
Analyzes of specific data of user  �  �  

Directly retrieving data in the database    � 

Printed publications in the past were the predominant media for disseminating statistical 
information. Today other media such as CD-ROMs, USB and the internet are gaining a lot. 
Even though the electronic dissemination is creating a serious competition for printed 
products, publications in the traditional form will hardly lose their relevance in the near future. 
Therefore some statistical products are printed from publishing houses (or office supplies), 
ranging from basic products to standardized products. Specific user products, such as results 
or analysis of data compilations, may be printed in the form of printed material if requested by 
the customer. 

USB occupies a very important place in data dissemination. Nowadays data is processed 
more quickly and in large capacity therefore the USB will be data dissemination mediums that 
have enormous capacity available at a premium price affordable in the market. 

The Internet has become the most dynamic and promising way to disseminate statistics. As 
the number of internet users is growing every day around the world, more and more users can 
reach through this media. The World Wide Web site allows to disseminate general information 
such as public relations, access to basic statistical information, download of more detailed 
information from users (e.g. tables or all publications), and direct access to statistical database 
that is connected to the Internet. 

Basic products 

Basic products such as brochures and leaflet should be disseminated in printed form and on 
the web site, content may be adapted to the format of web pages, which requires additional 
work. Alternatively, the original logotype of printed brochures and leaflet can be stored on a 
web page for download (for example, PDF form) from users. 

Press release on new statistical results and important events should always be presented on 
web pages, regardless of press conferences where journalists receive information in both 
printed and spoken form. The reason is that some users, especially those missing journalists, 
but also interested people, may want to read the original press and not what is presented on 
the TV or newspaper. Another reason for distributing an online press conference is the fact 
that all journalists can be informed at the same time. In order to enable journalists to work for 
press conferences on their PCs, press conferences should be offered for download in text 
format (e.g. MS-Word). 

Interested users should have the opportunity to visit KAS and see what kind of publications 
and products are available. 

The KAS Statistical Library provides the opportunity to be used by the public as well. The 
librarian is able to provide help with the use of statistics and be ready to sell statistical products. 
The librarian, moreover, helps to get in touch with statistical experts responsible for specific 
requirements. 

Standardized products 

Standardized products are mainly statistical publications (see Table 3) including 
methodologies and nomenclatures. All of them can be delivered in hard copy, USB or via the 
Internet. Combined products are extremely well-suited, where printed publications contain 
fewer figures but with lots of textual comments, diagrams and photos. An attached CD-ROM 
or USB provides data that is more detailed, giving the user the ability to analyze further data 
on his PC or by putting this data on his PC. 
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For publications, the following general requirements are important for successful 
dissemination: 

� All publications should be well documented for easy understanding and to exclude the 
possibility of misinterpretation. The statistical results should therefore be at least briefly 
interpreted and – where possible – illustrated and to present indicators or growth rates. 

� All products should include or refer to descriptions of the underlying statistical concepts, 
definitions and used questionnaires. 

� All products should be disseminated in the two official languages of Kosovo. In addition it 
is important to produce certain information in English for the use of the large international 
community. 

� Statistical results should be accurate and provided timely. If results are not reliable, one 
should always check if it is more adequate to publish those data (because they are the 
best existing) or not. In any case, if results are preliminary or not accurate enough, this 
should be clearly stated in the publication. Only statistical results that meet certain 
quality standards should be published as official statistics. 

� It makes little sense to produce good products if potential users are not aware of their 
availability, not informed on the costs involved, or on the way to order and pay for them. 
The available products, ordering procedures and prices (including the cost distributed) 
should therefore be transparent for users. 

� Ordered standard products should immediately be delivered without delay. 

In deciding on the structure and amount of publications, the following should be taken into 
account: 

� The obligations of KAS to produce a certain publication 

� The cost of producing a publication 

� The possibility to create publication with high quality  

� The interest of the society for a publication (determined by sales figures and through 
contacts with users) 

In order to enhance the quality and lower the cost for producing publications, it can sometimes 
be an advantage to consider reducing the size or the number of publications. There are several 
possibilities: 

� First, to reduce the logotype quality of some publications, e.g. by distinguishing between 
statistical publications and statistical documents. Whereas statistical publications would 
have a colored (hard) cover and contain explanations, interpretations and graphs, while 
statistical documents would be printed only in black and white. This type could be used 
e.g. for monthly publications. 

� Production of a mixed publications, consisting of a reduced printed publication by CD-
ROM 

� Production of a small number of printed publications and dissemination of the publication 
file via Internet 

� Storage of statistical data in a database and provision of selected or all results as 
printouts on demand 

In any case, a publication catalogue of printed publications, electronic products and 
information services should be published, indicating where all kind of information can be 
found. 

Regarding the structure of the Internet website, it is important that these pages reflect the 
users’ priorities and that they are logical from the users’ point of view. It should be realized that 
the main interest from users is to get statistical information. The basic structure of our websites 
should be considered. 
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Specific products of users  

Specific products of users are those that are provided by the user service in cooperation with 
the entities of the divisions, e.g. compilation and analysis of data, which are provided in printed 
form, CD-ROM or USB. Another specific product of users is the KAS statistical data base 
where users can choose the data extracted via the Internet. Hence, KAS provides a set of 
aggregated statistical data with social, economic and agricultural indicators where we have 
avoided duplication of work and maintain the coherence of all publications, therefore an entry 
and many exits. All disseminated products should be made from this database in the future to 
meet the requirements of government, non-governmental and international users. 

Standard Form for approval of special requirements of users 

For the realization of specific user requirements, whether individual or from various national 
and international institutions, KAS, according to the Law on Official Statistics, has 
standardized the official Form of approval for the use of available data. 

This standard Form is based on certain provisions and articles of the Law on Official Statistics 
and establishes processes on how the responsibilities of providing data and accessing 
databases are respected, while respecting the confidentiality and legality of the protection of 
personal data. 

During the process of fulfilling the requirements of users through this standardized form, KAS 
competent staff is fully available to the users and also monitors the entire process of 
maintaining the confidentiality and security of the data provided. 


